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Panelists spoke to students and faculty about the how media influenced the election.
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Students and faculty gathered
to discuss how traditional and
social media affected the election results with professional
news correspondents, reporters, and political analysts at the
Post-Election Media Breakdown
event. The event was hosted by

the Monmouth Oral Communication Center (MOCC) on Nov. 16 at
6 p.m. in Wilson Hall Auditorium.
Panelists included Aaron Katersky who is an award-winning
ABC News correspondent based
in New York, Ben Moskowitz who
teaches the Interactive Telecommunications Program at NYU’s
Tisch School of the Arts, Brian
Carovillano who is the Vice Presi-

dent for U.S. News at The Associated Press in New York, and
Hadas Gold who is a reporter at
POLITICO. The moderator was
Hollis R. Towns, the current Executive Editor and Vice President
of the Asbury Park Press as well
as the regional editor of Gannett
New Jersey.
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Monmouth University’s 2016
International Education Week,
hosted by the Global Education
Office, presented a variety of
programming to showcase the
benefits of a global education
from Monday, Nov. 14 to Friday, Nov. 18.
“International
Education
Week is an annual initiative of
the U.S. Department of State,
and its purpose is to showcase international education
and highlight the benefits of
the global mobility of students
and scholars,” said Jon Stauff,
the Vice Provost for Global
Education. “Education abroad –
study, work, intern, service – is
a transformative experience for
students from the United States,
as well as international students
coming to our country.”
Each
member
of
the
Monmouth University Global
Education Office staff was responsible for the creation of
their own activity.
The week included eight
events spread out over five
days. It began with an International Fashion Show, featuring
international students showcasing glamorous fashions from
around the world.
“One of our favorite events

was the international fashion
show, with students wearing
clothing from their home cultures,” said Stauff. “We saw a
variety of fashion from over ten
countries, and the international
students performed as well as
any supermodel on the New
York runways.”
Namra Shueib a sophomore
accounting student thoroughly
enjoyed the talent show. She
said, “ The fashion show was
something that you don’t normally see at Monmouth. It exposed me to various cultures
and clothing worn around the
world, and they gave a brief
description. They gave a brief
description of each outfit that
students were wearing and
played cultural music in the
background. It was a great experience.”
There were films screened,
such as documentary “The
Other Side of Immigration”,
which explores the relationship between the United States
and Mexico, and Luiz Puenzo’s
1985 film “The Official Story”,
which tells the story of a mother searching for her adoptive
daughter. Former Peace Corps
member and author Kris Holloway spoke on Thursday, Nov.
17, and hosted a book signing
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SAGE and The Music Alliance Collect Donations
for Women in Need at PB & Jam Session
JAMILAH MCMILLAN

“When it came to the bands, I
opened it up to the artists in the
club first and then I thought it
would be cool to invite Hampton
Hollow to play at the event because I knew they had an awesome girl singer and a totally
Bad Ass girl drummer and what
screams girl power more than
girls drumming,” said Nicole
Seitz, the head of outreach for
The Music Alliance, and a senior
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Students donated feminine
hygiene products and purses
to homeless women as an admissions fee for the PB & Jam
Sessions co-hosted by Students
Advocating Girls Education
(SAGE) and The Music Alliance (TMA) on Friday, November 18 in the Rebecca Stafford
Student Center.
On the Wednesday and
Thursday before the event
SAGE members tabled in the
RSSC for donations. All of the
donations acquired were collected by the Unitarian Church
of Neptune to be distributed to
homeless women in the local
vicinity.
“Thinking about and caring
for others is a vital aspect of
self-development. At this time
of the year especially when we
count and share our blessings,
it is refreshing to think that students of SAGE and The Music
Alliance are thinking about
others, especially the disadvantaged, with genuine empathy,”

PB & Jam continued on pg. 3
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Bands perfromed at the PB & Jam event and all attendees were urged to bring donations rather than a
cover charge to see the bands.

said Rekha Datta, the advisor of
SAGE, and Professor of Political
Science and Sociology.
“Collecting feminine products
is an example of that. Worldwide,
including here in the US, many

families and girls find it difficult to afford and have access to
healthy feminine products. This
project that they have identified
is truly a worthy one,” she added.
Along with the charitable as-

pect of the event, was the live
music that included four all girl
or girl led bands; Before It’s Too
Late, The Skinny Dips, Subway
Babes, and Hampton Hollow,
and singer Nicole Govel.
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